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NEW QUESTION: 1
You split a message, modify the split message, merge the split message and send in a single
message via a Web Service. What are the steps to accomplish this?
Response:
A. Split 2. Multicast 3. Aggregator 4. SEND
B. Split 2. Aggregator 3. Join 4. SEND
C. Split 2. Join 3. Gather 4. SEND
D. Split 2. SEND
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Select two ways to start the Java-based Node Manager on a Linux machine. (Choose two.)
A. Use the startNodeManager.sh script
B. Use the Oracle Process Manager and Notification Server (OPMN) to start Node Manager as a
system process
C. Set the appropriate environment variables. Then run the Java virtual machine with the class
nodemanager.RunTime, passing the class the proper parameters.
D. Use the administration console. Select the machine and then click the Start button.
E. Have Node Manager start at system boot as a daemon
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each

question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these questions will not appear in the review screen.
You plan to deploy a Microsoft SQL server that will host a data warehouse named DB1.
The server will contain four SATA drives configured as a RAID 10 array.
You need to minimize write contention on the transaction log when data is being loaded to the
database.
Solution: You configure the server to automatically delete the transaction logs nightly.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
You should place the log file on a separate drive.
References:
https://www.red-gate.com/simple-talk/sql/database-administration/optimizing-transaction-lo
g-throughput/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/policy-based-management/placedata-and-log-files-on-
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